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Advanced Statistics for Genomics 
BINF 6310/8310 – 6310L/8310L  

Spring 2016 
Anthony Fodor 

afodor@uncc.edu 
704-687-8214 

Monday/Wed 9:30-10:45 ; Bioinformatics 104 
Wed: 2:00-3:15 Bioinformatics 104 

  
http://afodor.github.io/classes/stats2016/stats2016.html 

 
Required Textbooks: 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
(1) The Art of R Programming: A Tour of Statistical Software Design.  Norman Matloff.  For 
electronic editions, the Google play reader is usually better at formatting code than the Amazon 
Kindle reader.  But try the free preview chapters on your device(s) of choice.   
 
There is also a free (older dated 2009) version here: 
http://heather.cs.ucdavis.edu/~matloff/132/NSPpart.pdf 
 
I have the Google Play version (dated 2011).  The older version is probably fine (but I haven’t 
looked closely at it). 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
(2) Zuur et al.  Mixed Effect Models and Extensions in Ecology With R.   
 
Download a free PDF: Springer Links link (campus ip addresses only!!!) 
 
( or purchase or rent at URL below or Google play or Springer site) 
 
http://www.amazon.com/Effects-Extensions-Ecology-Statistics-
Biology/dp/0387874577/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1419617155&sr=8-
1&keywords=Mixed+Effect+Models+and+Extensions+in+Ecology+With+R. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 (On line resources): 
 
The Vassar stats book:  http://vassarstats.net/textbook/ 
 
An introduction to R: http://cran.r-project.org/doc/manuals/R-intro.pdf 
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(Recommended): 
 
Trevor Hastie, Robert Tibshirani, Jerome Friedman.  The Elements of Statistical Learning.  
Free download here: 
http://statweb.stanford.edu/~tibs/ElemStatLearn/printings/ESLII_print10.pdf.  An outstanding 
text book that explains machine learning in terms of an extension of linear models. 
 
An Introduction to Statistical Learning with Applications in R.  Gareth James, Daniela 
Witten, Trevor Hastie and Robert Tibshirani.  A less mathematical approach to the Hastie et al. 
book.   http://www-bcf.usc.edu/~gareth/ISL/  ; you can download both and see which you like 
more. 
 
Applied Linear Statistical Models.  John Neter, William Wasserman, Michael Kunter.  I have 
the 3rd edition; it’s currently in the 5th edition (with the author list changed somewhat).  Covers in 
great detail the “parametric” tests:  linear regression and ANOVA.    The 3rd, 4th or 5th version is 
fine.  (The theory behind these kinds of linear models really hasn’t changed very much in the last 
50 years).   You should be able to pick up a used version for not too much more than $10-20.  
Not the most exciting book in the world, but very clear and will reward careful study with a good 
understanding of classical linear models.  All the newer, fancier stuff (from machine learning to 
mixed linear models) are basically variations on these themes. 
 
(Depending on your interest) 
 
Introduction to Bayesian Statistics.  William M. Bolstad.  Any version is fine.  The clearest 
introduction to the Bayesian approach that I’ve seen.   This is a nice reference to have but is also 
quite expensive.   
 
Doing Bayesian Data Analysis: A Tutorial with R and BUG.  John K. Kruschke.  More 
approachable, but also not quite as clear or concise as the Bolstad book.  Very nice chapters on 
Monte Carlo approaches to Bayesian analysis, but a bit heavy on the Bayesian proselytizing for 
my taste.  Also quite expensive.    Overall, though, a very engaging text.    If you get the Google 
electronic edition, make sure that your device(s) can show the scanned versions (which are 
DRM’ed ) as the equations in the default view are illegible. 
 
Biological Sequence Analysis: Probabilistic Models of Proteins and Nucleic Acids.  Richard 
Durbin, Sean R. Eddy, Anders Krogh, Graeme Mitchison. 
The book is a classic and the best way to understand the relationship between Markov Chains 
and sequence analysis.  It is very technical, but also very insightful.  Any version is fine.   
 
Additional R textbooks.  I’ve used R in a Nutshell.  Joseph Adler.  O’Reilly.  2009. which is a 
good reference but only a so-so tutorial.  Another possibility is the “R Cookbook”, which is 
highly rated on Amazon but which I have not used. 
 
There is an on-line R tutorial here:  http://tryr.codeschool.com 
(but I haven’t tried it…) 
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 If you find other free or non-free resources you think are good, let me know. 
Goals of the class: 
 

(1)!To achieve a thorough understanding of canonical and the Bayesian statistical models, 
what they can and can’t do and what their assumptions are. 

(2)!To learn to apply these statistical models to the enormous datasets of post-genomic 
biology. 

(3)!To learn to understand the way the statistical models are used (and misused) in the 
bioinformatics literature.   

(4)!To learn to program in R. 
(5)! (Depending on time): To extend canonical linear models to mixed linear models. 
(6)! (Depending on time): To extend Bayesian models to Hidden Markov Models. 
(7)! (Depending on time): To extend canonical linear models to machine learning on high 

dimensional genomics datasets. 
 
Preliminary list of statistics topics (R will be covered throughout the semester).   

I.! Introduction – What is a probability distribution – The Uniform Distribution – 
The law of large numbers. 

II.!  Probability estimated by relative frequency of sequence counts.  Sequence 
entropy. 

III.! Canonical and Bayesian approaches to using the binomial distribution for 
inference.  

IV.! Canonical linear models and hypothesis testing. 
a.! The normal distribution and the central limit theorem. 
b.! The t-distribution.   
c.! T-tests and their non-parametric equivalent. 
d.! ANOVA. 
e.! Simple linear regression. 
f.! Multiple linear regression. 
g.! PCA clustering in genomics experiments. 

 
V.! Multiple hypothesis testing and the power problem in genomic studies. 

 
VI.! Applying inference to sequence counts – the Poisson and negative binomial 

distributions, over-dispersion, dseq (or other rna-seq analysis packages). 
 
VII.! (If time) Mixed linear models. 

 
VIII.! (If time) Probabilistic models in sequence analysis (the Durbin book) 

a.! Dynamic programming and pairwise alignment. 
b.! Markov chains and Hidden Markov Models. 
c.! Markov chains with Gaussian emission probabilities. 

 
IX.  (If time) Linear models for high-dimensional machine learning (the Hastie book) 
 a.  Over fitting vs. under-fitting; bias vs. variance trade-offs. 
 b.  Ridge and Lasso (penalized) regression models. 
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Grading/Assignments: 
Problem sets and assignments will be worth 50% of your grade.  Problem sets will include 
assigned problems (to be solved in R).   
 
There will be a mid-term (25%) and a final (25%).  The mid-term and final are on the materials 
in the lectures.  All exams are cumulative. 
 
Attendance at lectures and labs is required.  Not attending lecture and lab will negatively 
impact your grade. 
 
Class format:  Class sessions will either be traditional lectures, labs or student presentations.   
 
Pre-requisites/Software:  You should be able to program in some high-level language: Java, 
C#, Perl, Python, Ruby, C++, C+, Fortran, whatever.  By “program”, I mean be proficient 
enough to parse large files and implement simple algorithms.  You should have a basic 
knowledge of molecular biology.  You should know the meaning of the terms “DNA”, “RNA”, 
gene, protein, etc.  You should have had at least one semester of statistics.  Assignments can be 
done in the language of your choice but you will probably end up making a lot of use of R.  Most 
of the examples in class will be in R.   
 
You should get R installed on your system (http://www.r-project.org/ ). 
 
If you will use Java, please install a recent JDK ( java.sun.com ) and Eclipse 
(http://www.eclipse.org/ ) or the IDE of your choice.   
 
The course web-site is http://afodor.github.io/classes/stats2016/stats2016.html 
Copies of lectures will always be posted ahead of class (sometimes just ahead of class!).    
 
For your reference, last year's stats class is:  
http://afodor.github.io/classes/stats2015/stats2015.html 
 
You will need access to a reasonably good workstation with at least 2GB of RAM and on the 
order of 10 GB or more of free hard disk space.  The OS can be Unix, Linux, OS X or Windows.    
 
On plagiarism and cheating: 
 
The mid-term and final exams are “in-class” exams and must represent entirely your own work.   
 
On homework, you may work in teams.  However, the fact that you are working in teams 
must be clearly indicated with some indication of who did what.  If I see identical code or 
solutions without such a citation, this will be considered cheating! 
 
Please review the UNCC code of student integrity (http://www.legal.uncc.edu/policies/ps-
105.html ) especially the definition of plagiarism.  Do not take code or text from web sites or 
published papers without proper citation.  Do not copy and paste other people’s work and 
present it as your own!   


